TWENTY MINUTE PROGRESS REPORT

_______________ Command to Dispatch
At ________________________________ (address)

We are using ____________________ (all units, 2 and 1, 1st alarm)

For (fire, smoke, investigation) on the #___________ floor of a
____-Story, ____________________ (building type/occupancy)

Primary search is ____________________ (in progress/negative)

We have ______ lines in service and
_________________ (Horizontal/vertical) ventilation is underway.

The fire situation is ________________ (advancing/doubtful/under control)

Exposure A is ________________ (Street, occupied/vacant, similar)

Exposure B is ________________ (Occupied / Lot / similar)

Exposure C is ________________ (rear yard, parking lot, one-story garage)

Exposure D is ________________ (Side lot, similar, attached structure)

PAR Check is ____________________ (underway, complete with results)

We will be holding units for ________________ (estimated time).